CEO IMPACT
Accelerator
Unleashing leadership
influence and impact

Accelerating a
CEO’s impact
requires commitment
to transform
and perform
simultaneously.
Korn Ferry helps
CEOs chart their
optimal path to success.

In this era of disruption and intense competition,
demands on the CEO are more urgent and
more complex than ever before. Success is
far from guaranteed.
Korn Ferry’s CEO Impact Accelerator helps CEOs to achieve
personal, enterprise and societal impact faster with:
• Support to successfully navigate the evolving CEO role
• Guidance to perform (run the business) and transform
(change the business)
• Activation to turn aspiration into action by implementing
everything from workforce transformation to culture change.

Align your personal brand, aspirations, and values
with your expected performance outcomes

Korn Ferry’s CEO Accelerator Model

• What legacy do you want to leave behind?

YOU

Identify insights into both
the organizational assets
and the risks you’re inheriting
• How can you prepare your
organization to navigate
the changes ahead?

THE
ENTERPRISE

OUR
SOCIETY

Actively manage and build your
key stakeholder relationships
• Are you prepared for an
activist to join your Board?

CEO IMPACT ACCELERATOR

A tailored experience delivered by the CEO's trusted advisors
In our exploratory sessions, we’ll ask a series of strategic and introspective questions
and explore the challenges and opportunities to accelerate impact – personally,
across the enterprise and with stakeholders and communities.
Based on these insights, we put together a team of Korn Ferry experts and custom
experience that matches the unique needs and goals of the CEO.

Boost your collective brainpower
Korn Ferry clients are 25% more profitable than their peers and outperform the S&P
500 index by over five times.
With over 7,000 experts in more than 50 countries, we’re ready to help you deliver on
every aspect of your personal, leadership and organization challenges –
from clarifying your personal purpose and brand to assessing and evolving your
organizational culture.

Meeting you where you are.
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Korn Ferry is a global organizational consulting firm. We work with
our clients to design optimal organization structures, roles, and
responsibilities. We help them hire the right people and advise them
on how to reward and motivate their workforce while developing
professionals as they navigate and advance their careers.
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